Always a leader in emerging technologies, Videojet is constantly researching and developing solutions to challenges in the areas of manufacturing control and data management that are intrinsically designed to improve production processes, such as: packaging, palletizing, and information management, to name a few. With the expertise and ability to provide the complete system, from beginning to end, Videojet also provides customers with information and knowledge management tools to easily execute data capture, storage, reporting and analysis.

Videojet Technologies Inc. provides custom, scalable, and integrated coding and verification systems that ensure total compatibility and communication connectivity between Videojet’s coding products and your production process equipment and software. Data acquisition, capture, storage, analysis and reporting transform disparate performance statistics into a highly-valued and reliable information asset to make real-time process improvements a reality.

Videojet has a long and successful history of integrating Videojet and Marsh-brand products in a total production environment, as well as improving the performance of that environment as a whole. By turning raw data gathered through the control process into valuable knowledge and information management tools, integrated manufacturing data management systems ensure streamlined efficiencies, cost and waste reduction, as well as increased throughput and improved operational performance.

These solutions accumulate and report production data and statistics, while interfacing with multiple image delivery systems, scales, scanners, programmable logic controllers (PLCs), and palletizing devices, as well as deliver performance information to production and process managers.

Videojet has provided unique custom solutions for a wide variety of manufacturing applications, including:

- Integration of Videojet®-brand imaging products with on-line barcode scanning equipment
- Integration of Marsh®-brand labeling equipment into RF networks for wireless data exchange
- Integration of communication systems with programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
- Integration of custom, scalable software solutions to MES/ERP systems
- Integration of vision verification systems to coding equipment

Videojet Delivers Coding, Verification and Data Management Systems to Ensure Improved Operational Performance
We Build Confidence...
In Integrated Solutions and Data Management Systems

With an installed base of over 1,000 systems in North America alone, Videojet is committed to offering quality systems grounded in Six Sigma processing to meet the requirements of today’s marketplace.

Applications Offered
- Information and Data Management
- Automatic Data Capture (ADC)
- Data Storage
- Data Analysis and Reporting
- Data Transfer
- Interface with Manufacturing Execution Systems
- Interface with Warehouse Management Systems
- Process Control
- Pallet Identification and Labeling
- Verification Systems

Industries Served
- Automotive
- Building Products
- Carpet
- Computer and Electronics
- Consumer Goods
- Food and Beverage
- Furniture
- Healthcare Products
- Metal Processing
- Oil and Gas
- Pharmaceutical
- Pulp & Paper
- Wood Processing

Products and Expertise
- Windows NT/2000 Server/Workstation
- Network Hardware Products
- Network Servers and Hosts
- Bar Code Scanners
- Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
- Vision Systems

Support Services
- Project Management
- System Design
- Disaster Recovery Planning
- Custom Software Development
- System Installation
- Remote System Support

Videojet TotalSource® Service
The TotalSource system is the finest and most complete technical support program in the business. It includes everything from expert applications assistance, operator training and a full spectrum of maintenance services. The TotalSource program ensures total customer satisfaction. Support when you need it.

Get confident. Contact us today:
800-654-4663 • www.videojet.com • info@videojet.com
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